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Hi Folks,
We will be using this newsletter to share some successes with you. Last
time Bruce & Ellen told of how they had raised the energy in Baltimore,
this time Dr. Terry tells how he is using the techniques to help his
patients in the operating room.
What these people are doing can be adapted to your situation to
improve the quality of life for you, your family and friends. JUST
BELIEVE IN YOURSELF AND DO IT!!!!!!!!!!
Remember—If we do nothing—Nothing will happen. If we do
something—Something might happen.
WISHING YOU LOTS OF GOOD STUFF!
Raymon
Faye’s “US”
By Dr. Terry

The following is an email I received from Faye Henry about a current
project she and Raymon were working on:
We did find something interesting last week. I was thinking and realized that we have more than one
aspect, or thought form that represents us at times. And that if we work with the forgiveness prayer, it
neutralizes these thought forms until there is only the one that knows we are divine beings with all the
power of God within us. I asked Raymon to dowse and see if aspects and thought forms of “US” were
the same thing, he got a yes, and so we then checked both him and I to see how may thought forms of
“Us” there were and got one, and we then asked how many another person who had called him that
morning with lots of things going wrong in their life had, and it was 21 in number I believe. So he
asked if he could neutralize them and got yes. The person’s life changed. And he has tried it on quite a
number of people since all with fun and exciting results. So check yourself out. What it does is remove

all beliefs of you that are not full truth. And the full truth is that we are all divine beings with dignity
and purpose, as Dannion says. “Or just plain love?”

HISTORY
These are old theories that have been resurrected that have current
value in the healing process as it pertains to dowsing. After I read this
email a few times it started to come together and make perfect sense.
The foundation of current psychiatry is based on the studies of Sigmund
Freud, and Carl Gustav Jung. These two gentlemen were geographically
miles apart dissecting, and studying the human mind in the late 1800’s.
Freud was from Czechoslovakia and Jung from Switzerland both
prominent psychiatrists of their time. The Freudian concept of the mind
briefly is as follows:
Freud’s concept of personality argued that the human mind and
personality are made up of three parts:
1. The ID
A primitive part of the personality that pursues only pleasure and
instant gratification “I WANT IT NOW”
2. The EGO
The part of the personality that is aware of reality and is in contact with
the outside world. It is the part that considers the consequences of an
action and deals with the demands of the ID and SUPEREGO.
3. The SUPEREGO
This contains the social conscious and through the experience of guilt
and anxiety when we do something wrong, it guides us towards socially
acceptable behavior.
According to Freud, the EGO dwells in the conscious mind and the ID and
SUPEREGO are in an area of our UNCONSCIOUS. Freud argued that our
personality should be in a state of dynamic equilibrium (balance as it
were) and if there were too much ID or SUPEREGO or a weak EGO then
an individual will become unbalanced and possibly suffer from
psychological difficulties. This is the basis of the psychoanalytic
explanation of mental illness. Dowsers have another explanation of this
which we will discuss further. A basic understanding of the mind is in
order before we introduce the spirit.
JUNG
Carl Jung believed in the subconscious mind and that all we do and
believe came from this area. A good explanation is the following:
The Unconscious
The unconscious is thought of as both an area of mental experience not
available to normal awareness, and it is a dynamic process. It has
several characteristics:

•
•
•
•
•

It is wordless
It does not conform to conventional notions of place, time, reality
It has no regard to linear logic
Mental activity uses Primary Process Thought
Thoughts and ideas were conveyed as images

Jung further determined that these complexes could then grow to such
proportions that they begun to function as sub-personalities. These
conflicting impulses between the various complexes, whether repressed
or not, created disorder in the psyche expressed as anxiety, frustration,
and inconsistencies in thought and behavior. Interestingly enough Jung
thought these complexes, the hearing of voices, were often the source
of SPIRITS THAT POSSESSED THE PERSON. Personality disorders were
simply complexes out of control leading to dysfunctional behavior.
RAYMON’S DOWSING
The ability of dowsing cannot be underestimated at this juncture. The
spirit guides are there to help. How many times have we as human
beings found ourselves to be chaotic in thought, moods, and have a
different personality for each and every occasion. This can be measured
through dowsing. Many times we find ourselves wondering why our
behavior is what it is. The answer is - our subconscious mind with many
spirit personalities invades the conscious mind thus producing aberrant
behavior. What Raymon and Faye found out in the “US” is the basis of
healing.
How many thought forms of “US” is in our bodies? How many
personalities do we offer to the world and how many do we keep locked
up inside for only “US” to know? How many do we have that don’t
manifest themselves at all accept when least expected? There lies the
dichotomy of expression of our persona. How many personalities do we
have, and for whom do we physically display, and for what occasion!
There is an old quote about a guy going to get a drink it says “why don’t
we go get drunk and be somebody”. The consumption of alcohol in some
individuals brings out a different person; they may be docile, gregarious,
passionate, or downright mean. A person who does not imbibe may be
moody, silent, withdrawn, sharp witted, or sharp tongued. The “US”
manifests itself in many ways unknown to others, except the dowsers.
Raymon and Faye found that the “US” can be reduced to one.
When this concept was brought before me in Faye’s email the first
experiment was on me! The dowsing chart said that I had 20 much to
my disbelief! When the “US” was neutralized to 1 there was immediate
calmness within. Nothing in my life ever felt like this immediate vacuum
in my psyche. Complete tranquility with one was instantaneous! All the
stress harbored of my work and personal life was immediately lifted
from my body and mind. Peacefulness settled over me producing clear
intuitive thought and expression. To my delight I recognized that the
additional “US” was not good for me, and was not good for anyone, and
most of all it is the basis of all healing.

When the non-beneficial “US” is neutralized it brings the body and soul
closer to the divine one. That is a very profound statement worth
repeating. When the non-beneficial “US” is neutralized it brings the
body and soul closer to the divine one. The closer you are to the one the
further you are away from disease and stress. The manifestation of the
non-beneficial “US” inhibits the person from obtaining “PURE DIVINE
LOVE” therefore the elimination of “US” can be used by dowsers for
healing purposes.
The first experiment took place immediately after the “US” was removed
from me. Clean thyself first! I knew I had a patient to provide
anesthesia for the next morning for a laparoscopic gallbladder, and also
knew she had an alcohol problem along with a personality disorder. The
dowsing revealed that she had up around 30 of the “US” and this was
immediately neutralized to 1. Early the next morning in the parking lot
the dowsing was checked again, and revealed that the patient was
waiting. When I went to see her preoperatively there laid a woman of
small stature in complete tranquility and peace.
Once induced with anesthesia in the operating room I had the spirit
guides immediately take away the spirit of alcoholism, and had them to
promote healing from within with this patient. Usually alcoholic patients
give anesthesia providers problems due to the body’s reaction to the
anesthetic, but not this time! This patient took much much less
anesthesia than normal and awakened from the procedure as she would
from a nap. Her post operative period has been nothing short of
miraculous in her recovery.
My first experiment with neutralizing the power of “US” has been very
rewarding, and I thank Faye & Raymon for providing me the initiative of
knowledge. Neutralization of the “US” will be found to be the keystone
of the healing process in the future.
Dr. Terry

Dowsing Uses and Results
I am no one special, just a common man with common thoughts. I've led
a common life. There are no monuments dedicated to me, and my name
will soon be forgotten. But in one respect, I've succeeded as gloriously
as anyone who ever lived. I've loved another with all my heart and soul,
and for me, that has always been enough…..(notebook by Nicholas
Sparks)
I have degrees hanging on the wall, pieces of paper that says I have
accomplished some sort of academia. I believe there are five of these

cluttering up my office. Pieces of parchment really! The schools and
universities give these out from time to time rewarding a student who
has persevered through the process. I smile at the achievement not in a
harsh condescending way, but in awe that nothing I have accomplished
thus far is mine. I have been given a gift from God and all my past
ancestors since the lineage of time. Searching through past years in my
minds eye I can see I have been truly blessed, and am thankful that my
life has led me here.
I discovered dowsing by listening to Raymon Grace on the radio. There
was something about him that made sense and then again I have always
recognized truth, because I listened to this little voice inside me. I didn’t
know what it was at the time, but nevertheless I listened. Intrinsic
expression of what is what was, and what always has been. The
discoveries I have made these past few years by reading, exploring,
fumbling with my pendulum, and of course seeing change in what I was
doing made me wonder. In fact all that Raymon teaches makes perfect
sense to all those who listen.
My working life as an anesthetist in the operating room has brought me
here to this moment in time. Anesthesia has always been my life. Ever
since I was a youngster I knew medicine would be my trade, not
because I am smarter than anyone else: the cold hard fact is I never had
to study, it was a gift. My life’s work has been an endowment from GOD,
and passed down through my ancestors. I claim no credit for this.
Dowsing has brought out the truth I was always searching for, and I
understand the flawless mechanism for its actions, but cannot tell you
how it works. All I know perfectly is: THAT IT DOES! The whole world is
an energy field, and we, as humans, live in it. Our bodies are made
within energy fields at which the scientific world still marvels, and
cannot deduce. Our hearts, beating in the chest of each and every one of
us, beats because of some inherent energy field chemically induced, and
fueled by the oxygen we breathe, the food we eat, and the water we
drink. We as humans have the ability to think with our brains,
conceptualize abstractly and build with our hands. The first concept in
philosophy talks of WILL (that which proceeds from an intrinsic force
with knowledge of the end) we all have these gifts which make us
human. We have a life force solely understood by a supreme being and
no other. The first thing that is taught in the schools is that energy
cannot be either created or destroyed, and this premise is the basis of
all scientific knowledge. No one except dowsers knows that energy
fields can be manipulated, disturbed, and even sent to another realm.
With that said we will continue……..
In anesthesia a patient is chemically induced to what is known as a
surgical plane. This can be measured quite easily through an
encephalograph machine in brain waves, and demonstrated by numbers.
The more conscious the patient is the higher the number, and the deeper
planes are the lower numbers. The trick with anesthesia is

understanding the stimuli response mechanism of the body in
relationship to the knife blade. The patient has to be kept asleep
through artificial means at a surgical plane of anesthesia, and kept there
until the procedure is finished, and really that is all there is to it.
Waking up the patient is just a mere reversal of the latter. What
happens between these two events lends itself to further interest.
The patient is lying there anesthetized (asleep as it were to those who
view), with all their senses intact. The subconscious mind is wide open.
The person can hear, feel, taste, breathe; the heart is beating, and is in a
state of deep sleep. What happens now? If patients only knew what
happens in the operating room after they are asleep every day of every
year some would live with their maladies, and just forget it.
I have made a difference in the operating room with dowsing in my daily
surgical routines. First I clear the room of all negative energy fields, and
this seems to clean the air. Secondly, I clear the negative energy fields
of all personnel in the operating room suite. Any arguments between the
surgeon and staff are quickly extinguished through dowsing. The patient
has a positive energy field within the operating suite of which I can
bring in healing energy for the post operative period. The patients have
been doing fine in the recovery room, and through the post operative
period. Dowsing does make a difference. The problem I have
encountered is when dealing with patients with no soul. These patients
do not do as well as others. These patients I know now absorb the
energy of others, and drain the life force of any and all around them, and
really never seem to get better, plus they consume large amount of
anesthesia. When I do my pre-operative rounds I always check to see if
the patient has a soul. If they do not have a soul I try my best to change
the negative energy field to a positive one, and sometimes it works.
I am an infant in the world of dowsing. This new frontier and the
application it has on modern medicine are yet to be discovered. My
crude experiments have yielded positive results with many surprises. My
personal life has changed 360 degrees in my relationship with others.
Many things have happened to me which yielded dramatic real life
results. My dowsing experiments continue and I seek the comfort with
other dowsers, for they seem to be the only ones who understand. I will
continue to study under Raymon Grace, and gain as much knowledge as
God grants me. My life has forever changed through his new awareness.
Dr. Terry

Global Call for Creative Thinking!
September 22 , 2008
8:00 P.M. Local time in your area.

It's time again! Please Join us,
You DO make a difference.
We live in interesting times......
Since ENERGY FOLLOWS THOUGHT it seems a good idea that we think of what
we want rather than worrying about what might happen. Worry causes stress
and feeds the problem. Focusing on what we want helps to bring it into reality.
In 2002 we started asking people to take a few minutes focusing their thoughts
to raise the energy of the earth and their surroundings. Many of you have
noticed the shift in energy after doing this.
By many people doing this at the same time, it adds power to our thoughts. It is
what I call ''combining our mental resources.''
At 8 pm local time [wherever you are] we ask that you would spend a few
minutes to visualize your world the way you would like it to be.
Use your emotions and create a 'feel' as if it already exist. Use your 5 senses,
make it REAL.
You can use any method you choose for this pray, dance, sing, dowse, drum or
whatever method you believe in.
There is no organization to join, no dues to pay, no leaders to follow. This is an
effort to encourage people to independently create their own chosen reality.
My friend Faye writes a bit differently and here are her suggestions.
Where ever you are we ask you to join us and send energy of wholeness, purity,
balance, and peace to the people, the Earth and her waters and air. The best
way of sending out peace is to be in a place of peace in your heart, so do
something that brings joy and peace to you and then simply think of these things
with those feelings in your heart and you will send that energy out.
As you think about it, visualize the earth and those you love, being vibrant, pure,
in peace and balance, doing the things they choose to do in joy, with respect for
all other beings and things; the air clear, clean and refreshing; the water
sparkling as it plays over the rocks, crystal clear and a wonderful environment
for fish and plants and people to frolic in and have fun; with each and every
person being their most authentic self, taking full responsibility for their own life

and having respect for all others. See each being living life to the fullest, being
fully aware and conscious, enjoying each moment of our existence here on the
earth in harmony with nature and with each other.
These four dates tie in with the seasonal equinox and solstices. So remember, 8
pm, your local time, wherever you are in the world. Have fun! Let your heart
sing!
There is no organizer or director for this effort.
We appreciate you for caring, and doing something about it. The future is ours
to create NOW! Have fun doing it.

